Handcrafted Kitchens

Our kitchens are derived from a
passion for design, functionality
and our belief in the inherent quality
and beauty of natural materials

A careful blend of natural materials and
traditional craftsmen’s skills infuse this
kitchen with quality and elegance.

Welcome
Levick Jorgensen is a fully established
bespoke kitchen company, opened in 1992.
We design, craft and finish all commissions
within our premises in Uckfield, East Sussex,
housing a design studio, a large showroom
and our modern, fully equipped wood and
paint workshops.
We offer a comprehensive service from old
kitchen removal to complete room preparation
and fitting of your new kitchen.
Nathan Levick and Christine Jorgensen,
the company founders, have become
recognised for bringing the finest quality
furnishing combined with congenial design
into the kitchen environment.
Working only in natural materials, Levick
Jorgensen kitchens reflect our background
in traditional furniture making and antique
restoration.
Each cabinet we produce is individually
crafted by hand, using traditional joints
and only solid timber.

Cream and Green Blue painted cabinets topped with
Teak and Emerald Black granite give a welcoming
feel to this natural and colourful kitchen.

Natural
All Levick Jorgensen kitchens are a synthesis
of natural materials selected for their aesthetic
quality and durability. With great diversity in
colour and texture, the beautiful materials used
to craft our kitchens are chosen to outperform
man made equivalents.
Within our showroom we are pleased to
guide clients through material displays for
each part of your kitchen, from stone floors to
handmade wall tiles, assuring a finished result
which perfectly complements your home.
Using natural products reinforces our
commitment to the environment. We only
use materials which have been ethically
sourced and timber from sustainable forests.
We never use timber from endangered species.
To further minimise environmental impact,
waste products from our workshops are
recycled or turned into kindling.
Once installed, you can relax in the knowledge
that ecological values form the heart of your
new kitchen.

With an emphasis on raw materials,
this Reclaimed Pine country kitchen
exudes organic charm and texture.

Individual
As designers we have observed kitchens
evolve into a family room, a focal point for
social activity and entertaining. As a result, the
kitchen environment has become increasingly
personal and we believe successful kitchen
design must integrate hospitality and comfort
with practical food preparation.
With an emphasis on conviviality, all Levick
Jorgensen kitchens are crafted with the same
sensitivity and attention to detail as a valuable
item of furniture.
Our kitchens are made entirely from scratch,
giving us the flexibility to create unique designs
for every client. Choices of door, drawer and
cabinet decoration can be selected at our
showroom or created individually to suit a
particular environment or period setting.
Nathan Levick designs each project and
will personally oversee each stage of the
manufacturing and fitting process to ensure
installing your new kitchen is a valued
experience.
Our aim is to present an involved and personal
service to all our clients.

A window seat, kitchen cabinet and tall crockery cupboard blend
seamlessly into this farmhouse setting, reflecting the individual
elements of comfort and practicality required in a family kitchen.

Painted
As our cabinets are crafted by hand, so our
kitchens are painted by hand to ensure an
unrivalled finish. Colour combinations are
chosen together with clients in traditional oil
based paint or, if preferred, ecological acrylics
and natural earth based pigments.
We are often involved in creating a complete
theme for our kitchens during the design
stage, but are just as willing to let the entire
effect be determined by our clients’ imaginations.
Our painters apply four coats in our work shop
and once your kitchen is installed, a final coat
is applied combined with varnish to make an
extremely hard wearing surface.
As specialist finishers, our painters can apply
a range of effects, such as distressing or lining
to further enhance the painted detail.
Our cabinet interiors are stained to enrich
the intricate timberwork and sealed with
three coats of varnish to provide a hygienic
washable surface.

Subtle colours and textures characterise this
refined painted kitchen with riven slate floor
and Cashmere White granite work surface.

Hardwood
The smell of natural resins and oils gives our
hard wood kitchens their individual character
and the feel of breathing wood grain ensures
they are delightful to touch.
Whether crafting a traditional kitchen in
character Oak or a contemporary chic kitchen
in Maple we will guide you through a choice of
suitable timber for each part of your kitchen.
We work in all species, except those
endangered or sourced unethically, and our
suppliers all hold FSC certificates proving their
commitment to responsible forestry.
Carcasses for our hardwood kitchens are
crafted in Quebec Yellow Pine and finished
with stain and three coats of varnish to ensure
a practical and durable cupboard interior for
the kitchen environment.
Of course, hardwood may not be the right
choice for all surroundings, and we are willing
to craft kitchens featuring the mellow qualities
of reclaimed pine and other softwoods
where appropriate.

The warmth and elegance of a timber kitchen
are captured deftly in this blend of Oak cabinets
and luxurious Sapphire Brown granite.

Furniture
Levick Jorgensen are pleased to undertake
specific commissions for single items of
furniture to complement existing installations.
The dynamics of an entire kitchen can be
improved with the addition of a well designed
workstation or island.
New storage can be created with a larder
cupboard or dresser. A window seat can
provide increased seating and a place to relax
and socialise for growing families.
All our projects are completed with the same
consideration applied to our kitchens and
we have frequent requests from clients to
design and install furniture for utility rooms,
bathrooms, studies and bedrooms.
Our experience working in awkward
environments and listed buildings affords
an unparalleled understanding for the
value of space and a genuine sensitivity
to period settings.

An Iroko block graces this vibrant bespoke
work station which is designed to compliment
and enhance the kitchen environment.

Features
You can rest assured that, at the forefront of
bespoke kitchen design, Levick Jorgensen have
storage solutions for your individual needs.
We are happy to fit modern wire storage
systems into our cabinets, but we are also able
to manufacture our own racks, dividers and
sliding trays to cater for particular items.

Pricing
As each commission is unique, costs vary.
A guide price for our kitchens is provided below.
Small:
From £15,000
Medium: From £25,000
Large:
From £40,000
Costs include: Fitting, painting, worktops,
sinks and taps.
A comprehensive breakdown of actual costs is
presented with each design.

A bespoke solution to awkward storage requirements,
dovetailed soft closing wooden crockery trays
enable full use of this extra deep cupboard.

Handpainted cabinets with contrasting
solid teak and Kashmir white granite worktops

Contact
Visits to our showroom and workshops are
welcomed, where we can introduce you to
our working practices and examples of our
kitchens, work surfaces, handles, floors,
sinks, taps and appliances.

If you would like to make an appointment
for a consultation please contact us using
the details opposite:

57 Framfield Road, Uckfield,
East Sussex TN22 5AJ
T: 01825 766048
E: info@levickjorgensen.com

www.levickjorgensen.com

A subtle blend of natural
materials to enrich the home
and enchant the family

www.levickjorgensen.com

